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Abstract
Data privacy preservation is one of the most disturbed issues on the current industry.
Data privacy issues need to be addressed urgently before data sets are shared on cloud.
Data anonymization refers to as hiding complex data for owners of data records. In this
paper investigate the problem of big data anonymization for privacy preservation from
the perspectives of scalability and time factor etc. At present, the scale of data in
many cloud applications increases tremendously in accordance with the big data trend.
Here propose a scalable Two Phase Top-Down Specialization (TPTDS) approach to
anonymize large-scale data sets using the MapReduce framework on cloud. For the data
anonymization-45,222 records of adults information with 15 attribute values was taken as
the input big data. With the help of multidimensional anonymization on map reducing
framework, here implemented the proposed Two-Phase Top-Down Specialization
anonymization algorithm on hadoop will increases the efficiency of the big data
processing system. In both phases of the approach, deliberately design multidientional
MapReduce jobs to concretely accomplish the specialization computation in a highly
scalable way. Data sets are generalized in a top-down manner and the better result was
shown in multidmientional MapReduce framework by compairing the onedimentional
MapReduce framework anonymization job. The anonymization was performed with
specialization operation on the taxonomy tree. The experiment demonstrates that the
solutions can significantly improve the scalability and efficiency of big data privacy
preservation compared to existing approaches. This work has great applications to both
public and private sectors that share information to the society.
Keywords: Data Anonymization, Big Data, Cloud Computing, MapReduce Privacy
Preservation, Top Down Specialization

1. Introduction
This paper is part of this project which sprecifically works on preserving the privacy of
increasing personal information. The disclosure of personal information without using
proper means of hiding informations could lead to misuse/abuse of personal information
and be used by third parties.To avoid the disclosure of personal informations unique
personal identifiers like personal numbers, social security number or any other unique
numbers can easily be deleted from datasets before releasing them publicly. Personal data
can be protected by using cryptographic algorithms to hide them from adversaries.
Researchers and analysts require data which is consistent and coherent; encrypting these
data with cryptographic algorithms will not give them the data with their
completeness/truthfulness. This data need to be properly studied on how much
information could be discovered by linking this data with other publicly available
informations. Though there are different kinds of anonymization methods, their central
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objective is to protect the De identifyability of individuals from datasets, and keep the
data utility for further studies.
Big data is a large amount of information refers to data collection in applications have
been growing tremendously and complicatedly so that traditional data processing tools are
incapable of handling the data processing pipeline including collection, storage,
processing, mining, sharing, etc., within a tolerable elapsed time. Nowadays, many
companies and organizations have been collecting huge amount of data containing various
personal information via their products or services such as social network websites, online
healthcare services and location-based services. There are three research challenges of
privacy -preserving big data publishing in cloud computing, from perspectives of
scalability, monetary cost and compatibility.
At present, parallel and distributed paradigms like MapReduce are widely adopted in
big data processing applications. Accordingly, an increasing number of data mining or
analytical tools and platforms are built on top of MapReduce, e.g., scalable machine
learning library Apache Mahout. However, none of traditional anonymisation has been
built on such a paradigm, while the published or shared data are usually consumed by big
platforms or tools mentioned above. As a result, traditional anonymisation approaches
lack the compatibility to be integrated with the state-of-the-art big data mining or
analytical tools and platforms seamlessly. These organizations use personal informations
to process the number of customers using the smart home application. This thesis paper
specifically studies on how to anonymize the data that is securely collected by conducting
a survey. A number of different privacy preserving algorithms have been invented to
solve the issues of linking quasi-identifiers that uniquely identifies customers. But the first
issues with such kind of customer vs. service provider issues are to secure the network
between the two parties, storing and processing them. The previous way of solving
linking problems does not comply with the real time requirement of smart home
applications.

2. Related Work
In Bigdata applications, the privacy preservation for data analysis, share and processing
is a challenging research issue due to increasingly larger volumes of data sets, thereby
requiring intensive investigation. A wide verity of privacy models and anonymization
approaches have been put forth to preserve the privacy sensitive informational data sets.
Data privacy is one of the most concerned issues because processing large-scale privacysensitive data sets for big data applications.
2.1. Data Anonymization Using One-Dimensional Mapreduce Framework
In this paper [1] the proposed data anonymization algorithm was implemented using
one dimensional mapreduce framework. If the dataset is so high, then the proposed
anonymization algorithm does not work with the one dimensional mapreduce operation.
A large number of cloud services require users to share private data like electronic
health records for data analysis or mining, bringing privacy concerns. In this paper,
propose a scalable two-phase top-down specialization (TDS) approach to anonymize
large-scale data sets using a single MapReduce framework on cloud. In both phases of
our approach, a single MapReduce jobs to concretely accomplish the specialization
computation in a highly scalable way.
2.2. Datafly Algorithm for the Data Anonymization
The Datafly algorithm [4] is one of the first practical applications of K-anonymity. The
algorithm approaches the K-anonymity by using full-domain generalization until every
combination of the quasi-identifier is at least K times. The Datafly algorithm performs its
generalization and suppression steps to make data ready for release. The generalizing is a
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recursive task until the required level of k or less tuples have distinct sequences in
frequency. Step 3 is to suppress those tuples who have a frequency of less than k. The
final step is to construct the table based on the number of occurences. The domain
generalization hierarchy is done on the attribute of the birth date.
2.3. Mondrian Algorithms for the Data Anonymization
Mondrian [2] is a multidimensional k-anonymity algorithm that anonymizes data
through recursively partitioning using the quasi-identifier attribute dimensions with a
median-partition methodology. This model is very fast, scalable and it produces better
results than most other recoding models [3]. The Mondrian algorithm uses strict
partitioning and relaxed partitioning methods instead of domain generalization or value
generalization methods. If we have d quasi-identifiers, then we need a the dimension
representation of Mondrian. There are two types of partitioning algorithms in Mondrian,
the relaxed and the strict partitioning.

3. Methodology
Two-phase Top-Down Specialization (TPTDS)
There are 3 components present in the TPTDS approach, i.e.
1) Data partition,
2) Anonymization level merging
3) Data specialization
3.1. Sketch of Two-Phase Top-Down Specialization
The TPTDS method to conduct the computation which are required in TDS in a highly
scalable and efficient way. Generally Map Reduce on the cloud has two levels of
parallelization IE, job level and task level [4]. for example, the Amazon Elastic MapReduce service [5]. Task level parallelization is refers to that multiple mapper/reducer
tasks in a Map-Reduce job is executed concurrently over data splits [6]. To obtain finally
consistent anonymous data sets, the second phase is important to integrate the intermediate
results [7] and further anonymize entire data sets. The subroutine is a Map Reduce edition
of centralized TDS (MRTDS) [7] which concretely conducts the computation is essential
in TPTDS.
3.2 Data Partition
In the Data is partitioned [8], Data cut into number of pieces required that the
distribution of data records in DI is similar to D. A data record here can be treated as a
point in a m-dimensional space, where m is the number of attributes. Random sampling
technique is adapted to partition. The number of Reducers should be equal to ‘p’, so that
each Reducer handles one value of the brand, exactly producing p resultant files. Each file
contains a random sample of D.
3.3 Anonymization Level Merging
All middle anonymization levels merge into one in the second phase. The merging of
anonymization levels [9] is completed by merging cuts. For the case of multiple
anonymization levels [10], can merge them in the same way by iteratively fashion.
3.4 Data Specialization
An original data set D is concretely specialized for anonymization [11] in a one-iteration
in Map Reduce job. When I obtain the merged intermediate anonymization level AL*,
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run MRTDS Driver (D, k, AL*) on the entire data set D, and get the final anonymization
level AL*. Then Reduce function simply
The IGPL Update job dominates the efficiency and the scalability of MRTDS [13],
when it is executed iteratively as given in this method Thus, Hadoop variations [14] like
Hadoop and Twist have been proposed recently to support efficient iterative Map Reduce
computation.
Input: Data set D, anonymity parameters k, k’ and the number of partitions p.
Output: Anonymous data set D*.
1. Partition D into Di, 1≤ i ≤ p.
2. Execute MRTDS (Di, k’, AL ) ->ALi, 1≤ i≤ p in parallel as multiple MapReduce
jobs.
3. Merge all intermediate Anonymization levels into one, merge (AL1, AL2 , ….ALp )
-> ALI.
4. Execute MRTDS (D, k, ALI) -> AL* to achieve k-anonymity.
5. Specialize D according to AL*, Output D*
[1] The value of AL varies in Driver according to the output of the IGPL
Initialization or IGPL Update jobs.
Hadoop [15] used as an open-source implementation of MapReduce. The
distributed cache mechanism is use to pass the content of AL to each Mapper or Reducer
node as shown in Figure 1. MD5[17] (Message Digest Algorithm) is employed to
compress the records transmitted for anonymity.

Figure 1. The Working of MRTDS Anonymization Algorithm on One
Dimensional MapReducing Framework
3.2. Mapreduce with Multidimensional Anonymization
Here propose a scalable MapReduce based approach for multidimensional
anonymisation over big data sets [18] can see in Figure 2. In this paper, propose a scalable
MapReduce based approach for multidimensional anonymisation over big data sets
[19].My basic and intuitive idea to partition a large data set recursively into smaller data
partitions using MapReduce until all partitions can fit in the memory of a computation
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node. Multidimensional anonimyzation with three mapreduce framework was proposed
with seed initialization and seed updation algorithm [18]. But in this paper proposes
themultidimensional anonimyzation with three mapreduce framework on the MRTDS
anonimyzation algorithm is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. The Working of MRTDS Anonymization Algorithm on
Multidimensional MapReducing Framework

4. Results and Evaluations
In this section evaluates both the anonymization and information loss models. I have
used adult dataset to show how we can achieve the required perturbed data and quantify
the information loss. Unlike the existing papers of K-anonymity. Here have concluded
that TPTDS multidimensional anonymization method results are better in both utility and
information loss. Thus, all results presented in this thesis paper are a result of the TPTDS
multidimensional algorithm by comparing the one dimensional TPTDS anonymization.
By comparing the base paper the proposed TPTDS anonymization algorithm was
implemented in multidimensional mapreduce framework. But in case of base paper the
TPTDS algorithm was implemented in one dimensional map reduce framework. The
values are based on,
 Size of the dataset in MB
 Number of data partitioning
 Execution time
 Anonymity parameter k value
 IGPL values
These parameters are plotted in X and Y axis and compared the values in the base
paper, By comparing the values in the graph, obtained the performance evaluation in one
and multidimensional map reduce framework for the TPTDS anonymization.
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Graph 1

X-Axis: Size of the dataset in MB and the Y-Axis: Execution time in seconds
The topmost line series 1 shown in the graph indicates the TPTDS algorithm execution
with one dimensional map reduce framework (In base paper). Bottom line series 2
indicates the TPTDS algorithm execution with multi dimensional map reduce framework
(In proposed work). By comparing the two lines series in the 1st graph, the performance is
better in multidimensional anonymization in series 2 by decreasing the execution time.

Graph 2

X-Axis: Execution time in seconds and the Y-Axis: Number of data partitions.
The line series 1 on the graph 2 indicates the TPTDS algorithm execution with one
dimensional map reduce framework (In base paper). The line series 2 indicates the
TPTDS algorithm execution with multidimensional map reduce framework (In proposed
work). By comparing the two lines series in the 2nd graph, the performance is better in
multidimensional anonymization in the line series 2 by decreasing the execution time.

Graph 3

X-Axis: Number of data partitions and the Y-Axis: I Loss values obtained in TPTDS
algorithm.
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The series 1 line in graph 3 indicates the TPTDS algorithm execution with one
dimensional map reduce framework (In proposed work). The series 2 line indicates the
TPTDS algorithm execution with multidimensional map reduce framework (In base
paper). By comparing the two lines in the 3rd graph, the performance is better in
multidimensional anonymization in the series 2 line by decreasing the I Loss.

Graph 4

X-Axis: K-Anonymity parameter and the Y-Axis: I Loss in TPTDS algorithm.
The line series 1 indicates the TPTDS algorithm execution with one dimensional map
reduce framework (In base paper). The line series 2 indicates the TPTDS algorithm
execution with multidimensional map reduce framework (In proposed work). By
comparing the two lines in the 4th graph, the performance is better in multidimensional
anonymization shown in the series 2 line by decreasing the I Loss. If the IGPL value
increases then ILoss will also increases then degrades the performance on data
anonymization.
Advantage on the proposed Multidimentional anonimyzation framework
1. Multidimensional scheme that recursively partitions the domain space to improve
flexibility with regard to single-dimensional anonymisation.
2. Improve the scalability and efficiency by indexing anonymous large data records
by comparing the traditional methods.
3. It improves in time efficiency and which are cost effective in execution.
4. A method to reduce the required memory footprint.
5. Accurate in scheduling than the traditional MapReduce framework.
Disadvantages
1. This approach is only effective in systems with high throughput, low-latency.

2. Data

analysis, share and mining is a challenging research issue due to
increasingly larger volumes of data sets

3. High data splitting cause transmission overhead
4. User constraints such as deadlines are important
requirements which are not considered.

5. Conclusion
In order to overcomethe existing problems, it is essential that a solution is devised. For
existing single dimensional anonymization technique, the proposed multidimensional
anonymization technique shows the better result. For providing security on the large
dataset, here proposes a Two Phase Top-Down Specialization anonymization approach
using multidimensional mapreduce framework on hadoop. K-anonymization works by
making each tuple in a data set identical to at least k-1 other tuples. The results proved
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that as the privacy level of users is low, the anonymization results in more information
loss than those with high privacy level. The performance of the system is also evaluated
based on the execution time. In the TPTDS anonymity technique is capable of
anonymizing data to a reasonable level of privacy while still retaining the data utility in
which if the dataset is so high. The experimental result is that the better result shows in
anonymization with multidimensional mapreduce framework by comparing the one
dimensional mapreduce framework. The intermediate results are merged and further
anonymized to produce consistent k- anonymous data sets in the second phase. It have
creatively applied MapReduce on hadoop to data anonymization and deliberately
designed a group of innovative MapReduce jobs to concretely accomplish the
specialization computation in a highly scalable way.

6. Future Work
There are several conditions that could be studied in the future. Risk evaluation could
give an insight into how much information adversaries could dig out. In future it is
expected to design the TPTDS anonymization by the bottom up generalization scheme on
taxonomy tree for the anonymization. As future work a combination of top-down and
bottom up approach generalization is contributed for data anonymization in which data
Generalization hierarchy is utilized for anonymization. To handle iterative MapReduce
jobs, in future, can use Twister- a distributed in-memory MapReduce runtime optimized
for iterative MapReduce computations. Many Cloud computing vendors like Cloudera
now a days are offering HaaS(Hadoop as a Service). This can ease the conFigureuration
labor and can provide on-click elasticity of computational resources too.
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